DERIVATIONS OF NILPOTENT LIE ALGEBRAS
J. DIXMIER AND W. G. LISTER

In a recent note Jacobson proved [l] that, over a field of characteristic 0, a Lie algebra with a nonsingular derivation is nilpotent.
He also noted that the validity of the converse was an open question.
The purpose of this note is to supply a strongly negative answer to
that question and to point out some of the immediate
problems
which this answer raises.
Suppose then that 4> is a field of characteristic 0 and that 2 is the
8 dimensional algebra over <f>described in terms of a basis ei, e2, • ■ • ,

t?sby the following multiplication

table:

(1)

[eu e2] = eB,

(6)

[e2, e4] = e6,

(2)

[eu e8] = e6,

(7)

[e2, e6] = — e7,

(3)

[eu e4] = e7,

(8)

[e3, e4] = — e6,

(4)

[eu et] = -

(9)

[e3, e6] = -

(5)

[eit e3] = e8,

e8,

(10)

e7,

[e4, e6] = — es.

In addition [e<, <?y]= — [e,-, et] and for i<j[d,
ey] =0 if it is not in
the table above. Note that all triple products [[««•«,-]c*]vanish if one
index is >4. It is convenient to use a symmetry in the table above.
Denote by A the linear transformation
induced in 2 by the mapping

A direct

/ei

e2

e3

e4

es

\e3

d

ei

e2 —et

e6

e7

—e$ —eg —e-j}

check shows that A is an automorphism
[[ei e2]e3] +

[[e2 e3]ei] +

eg\

[[e3 ei]e2]

of 8. By observing

= e7 — e7 = 0

and
[[ei e2]e4] +

[[e2 e4]ej

+

[[e4 eje2]

= 0,

and by applying A to each we conclude that 8 is a Lie algebra.
Since 82= {e6, e6, e7, es}, 2s = {e7, e8}, 84= {o}, 2 is nilpotent.

Theorem. If D is a derivation of 2 then 2DC22; hence every derivation is nilpotent.

Proof.

Suppose eiD= ^5,yey, l^i^8,

l^j^S.
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[February

[ei e2]D = e<JD= 8ae6 + ob6et + o^ei + Sss^s,
[eiT>, e2] = 5ne6 — 5i4e6 + 5i6e7 — 5i3e8,
[ci, e%D] = 522e6 +

o23e6 +

524e7 — 526e8,

imply
865 = 5n + 622,

566 = S23 — 5h,

With the observation

jg6

§67 = 5l6 +

that for i^4

824,

Sss =

— 813 — 525.

and 5g k^& there is exactly

one

for which [a, e>]= ±c* it follows from (2) that

^66 = 5i4 + 832,

666 = 8n + 633,

587 = Sis + 534,

568 = Si2 — S3s,

from (3) that
^77 = Su + 644,

87s = 5l6 — 845,

S13 = 542,

5i2 =

— 843

and from (4) that
^87 = 5l3,

5s8 = 8n + 566-

The automorphism
A transforms D into a derivation D* by A~yDA
= D* and this implies that with each equation 0ij = 8ki+dmn there is
also valid

{—8,

oa{i\,a^-) = oa(k)ia(i) + 8a(m),ain) where

— 7, • • • , 7, 8} induced

= ( — l)p+qOij. D operating
§66 =

— S23 — Sti,

566 =

a is the permutation

by A and

where

of

Si-^.)Pi,i-i)tl

on (6) provides
S22 +

644,

§67 =

Oil — 8i6,

^68 =

526 +

643,

and (7) gives
§77 =

S66 "T" ^22'

^78 =

^S4-

From the vanishing of [ei, e^] follows 5i2= 0, 814= —566 and from
[e2, e5]=0, 621= 0, 523= —5i6. Again, another set of equations is ob-

tained by applying A.
Among the ten relations of the form Su+Sjj = 5kk, eight are linearly
independent
so that 5« = 0 for » = 1, 2, • ■ • , 8. The relations
878 = 83i — 524 = 5i6 — 846

and
857 = 845 — 83i = 5i6 + 524

imply
^67 = 816 = 546

and

524 = 87s = 53i = 0,

and there are also
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658 = — 536 = — 526,
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542 = 8g7 = 8u = 0.

52i = 0 implies
543= 0. The relations
568= 5i2 —536= 526+543 imply
^68 = — 835= 82e, and thus also 567= 5u= —546. Since 523= — 566and —566
= 823+ 54i= — 5i4 — 532= 5<n= 5i4,
^65 = 841 — 823 = 5l4 = 532 = ^66 = 0.

The matrix

of D is therefore:
I

0

8t7

8i7

81s

§68

827

82g

[—568 —^68

837

53s

I

547

548

I 867

668

j 5s7

568

I—^58

I

0

8s7

8ti —567

0

j

I

0

0

_

The derivation
algebra 2) is 12 dimensional and the algebra 3 of
inner derivations
6 dimensional.
Every linear transformation
sending
8 into the center of 8 and 82 into 0 is a derivation. The ideal !D0 of
these derivations is 8 dimensional and intersects 3 in a 2 dimensional
space. In a sense then 8 has as few outer derivations
as possible.
More precisely,

9c = So + 3.
The existence of 8 suggests the consideration
of a subclass of nilpotent algebras which might prove more tractable
than the entire
class. To this end, for any algebra 51cwith derivation
algebra SD, let

5RH1= M® = { 23 XiDiI XiC% DiC®},
and let

«Kr*+i]
= gjwu).
9c could be called characteristically
nilpotent if for some k, 9c[A:1
= 0.
The algebra 8 is characteristically
nilpotent and for any such algebra
%
(1) if 9c is an ideal of a solvable algebra 9? then either 3t*(£9c for
any k or 3t is nilpotent,
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(2) if 3JJis an algebra with nil-radical 5ftthen 3^ = 9^©© for some
semi-simple ideal ©.
One might ask whether there is an intrinsic characterization
of such
algebras, and a general method for constructing
them all.
The algebra 8 has an additional property which may be shared by
all characteristically
nilpotent algebras: 2 is not the derived algebra
of any Lie algebra. To see this, observe that 8[1) = 835 = 82 so that if

SCSWand 5ft2= 8, then [8$m]C8[,)= 82.This implies 82=[8[2tt2R]]
C[[£9W]2)?]C[229ft]C[228],

and this contradicts the nilpotency of

8.
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